ABYSS GLASS
FOR CINEMAS
CINEMA AND THEATRE HAVE ALWAYS BEEN CAPTIVATING MILLIONS OF PEOPLE. THEY LET YOU FORGET THE REALITY FOR A MOMENT.

But it is no longer just a play or a movie we are planning to watch. Today it is an amazing experience that is present before and after the show. It is also a café visited by the viewers or popcorn bought by them and even contests they take part in. That’s why all novelties are so significant and multiplexes, cinemas and theatres are still making their offers more and more attractive with different forms of entertainment. We created our mirrors to help you beat the competition!

SCREEN YOU CAN LOOK AT YOURSELF IN ABYSS GLASS is a mirror and an interactive screen at once. This is a modern source of entertainment and information that easily draws the attention of people being around it. Moving statement, graphics or video appearing on the mirror won’t be ignored.
THIS MIRROR CAN BE AN INTERACTIVE VERSION OF POSTERS THAT ARE INTRIGUING FOR THE VIEWERS.

ENTERTAINMENT FOR EVERYONE

Interactive mirror will display a repertoire, trailers, or information about new plays and upcoming cultural events. It will help you organize contests and games for all visitors.

There can be a superhero displayed on the mirror that the youngest spectators can take a photo with. There can be an option of a ‘selfie’ in a superhero disguise for the adult ones. ABYSS GLASS is a source of an endless number of solutions for you and for the facility itself. This mirror can be an interactive version of posters that are intriguing for the viewers. It is also a new type of an advertising space with information about products and services offered by the cinema or offers of selected trade partners. An option of designing new applications and different configuration is the reason why ABYSS GLASS will be able to meet the expectations of the developing market.